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I tntrod_sction

I.I Linkingener¢/_nd economy-wide modeb

MARKAL-MACRO is an experiment in model linkage. This new tool is intended as an

imprcmment over existing methods for energy policy assessment, lt is designed specifically for

estimalill the costs and analyzing alternative technologies and policies proposed for reducing

envirumental riskssuchas global climate change or regional air pollution.

The greenhoue gas debate illustrates the usefulnessof linked energy-economy models. A

centrMbsueis the coupling between economic growth, the level of energy demands, and the evolution

of an mtjgy system to supply these demands. The debate is often connected with alternative modeling

appromEes.The competing philosophiesmay be labeled "top-down macroeconomic" and "bottom-up

enginming" perspectives.

Do mm:rc>economicmodels, with their descriptions of effects within the total economy but few

technim]details on the energy system, tend to overestimate future energy demands? Conversely, do

enginming models, ignoring feedbacks to the general economy and non-technical market factors but

con_g rich descriptions of technology options, tend to take too optimistic a view of conservation

and _ use of ren_:wable energy sources? Or is the principal difference that the engineering models

ignorenew sources of energy demands, and that the macroeconomic models ignore saturation effects for

old cdtgories of demands?

An efficient modeling tool must have the scope and detail to match the width and depth of the

policylm_blem being analyzed. In order to respond to major environmental risks (e.g., the possibility

of gldM climate changes), there must be long-range, fundamental changes in the energy system. For

an smlysis of these changes and an understanding of their nature, the modeling tool must be able to

capita the complex network of relations within the energy system, as well as the opportunities of new

or impwed technologies.

Changes in the energy system will lead to changes in the relative prices of individual energy

carrim, If prices ri_ there will be price-induced conservation. A major transition would require the

reallmdion of resources from other parts of the economy, lt could affect capital formation and

econmc growth. Ultimately this would affect the aggregate level of economic activity and the mix of

eneqff demand ". To analyze these indirect effects of emission reductions, we need modeling tools that

will _k, grate the nmr_reeconomic and the systems engineering approach.



1.2. MARKAI, _nd MACItO

Gooddocume,tatiou is avAil^hie for t.he individual models MArtKAI, _nd MACRO. The_

e_h lmvea proven track record for energy and environmental uRe. See Rowe and ilill (1989),

John_ e. al. (1992) and Manne and l_ichels (1992). In MARKAL-MACRO, these two rnodels are

linked 10rmailyo Much of this report is drawn from an earlier description of the integrated model by

Manneand Wene (1992).

Both submodeis are dynamic. That hl, they are solved under the assumption that there is

perfect foresight with respect to changing technologies and economic conditions. The alternative would

be to miopt recursive dynamics in which decisions are made separately for each time period. The

recursi_ approach has several advantages, but like the cobweb model of agricultural systems, it has

the diadvantage of a tendency toward "overshoot and collapse".

MARKAL is a systems engineering (physical process) analysis built on the concept of a

Refereze Energy System, RES. See Marcuse et al. (1976) and Fishbone et al. (1983). MARKAL

allows a detailed description of existing and alternative energy technologies and of existing and

alterna/ive paths of energy carriers from their source -- through different conversion technologies - to

the pmr of final use. The MARKAL structure makes it possible to build in supply curves of technical

cons_vation. See Wene (1980). Often, however, it is supposed that comprehensive supply curves are

too dJcult to estimate, and price-induced conservation options are therefore omitted.

MARKAL is solved by means of dynamic linear programming. In most applications, the end

use dlunaKb are fixed, a_d an economically efficient solution is obtained by minimizing the present

valued the energy system's costa throughout the planning horizon.

GeQeraIly, MARKAL has been used in a stand-alone mode, but there have been several

expense.nta with in!ormal linkage to other models. The first work along these lines was reported by

]]offmu and Jorgenson (1977). For subsequent work, see Berger et al. (1987) and Ya.qukawa et al.

(198_ We are unaware of previous efforts at "hardlinking" between MARKAL and a long-term

m_mic growth model.

MACRO takes an aggregated view of long-term economic growth. The basic input factors of

prodm_ are capital, labor and individual forms of energy. The economy's outputs are used for

inveslmeat, consumption and interindustry payments for the cool, of energy. Investment is used to

buiM up the stock of capital. The model clearly distinguishes between autonomous (i.e., structural

trends) and price-driven conservation.

MACRO is solved by nonlinear optimization, lt uses the critezion of maximum discounted

utili_ of consumption to select among alternative time paths of energy costs, macroeconomic

2



cot_,smptiona,ld investmeslt. MACRO is "dynalllic" iii the same ._,n._e_ _IAItKAI,: it unc, lu_k-

ahead k_tures for choiceN thoughout the planning horizn_l. This implies, for i,mtance,that the

investmnt d_isions levi to eq_ml benefits for the ron,_lmer from an _lditional dollar's worth of

_urrem c_Jumption and the future consumption generated by an additional dollar's worth of

investment.

Both MACRO and MARKAL are b_,_l on the concept of s single representativeproducer-

consumer. Typically, this means that there are no tax or subsidy wedges between the marginal costs of

consumption and of production. Neither model provides s direct calculation of impacts on individual

industriesat, say, the two-digit SIC level. Hitherto, MACRO has been used only in conjunction with

ETA° a highly aggregated Energy Technology Assessment model.

In describing the development of the energy system and providing information about energy

costs, MARKAL fulfills the same role as ETA, but it has considerably more technological detail. ETA

features only 8 electric and 9 nonelectric technologies. There is little or no description of the conversion

processes that lie between primary energy sources and the end-use demands.

MARKAL-MACRO employs the newest U.S. version of MARKAL. Time is analyzed in five-

year step,, beginning with 1990 as a base year and extending through a planning horizon of 2030.

There are 60 energy supply processes and 48 electric conversion technologies. The model incorporates

sea.qomdand diurnal variations in the demands for electricity and district he_ting. There are 120 end-

use t_dhnologies for supplying the 23 categories of useful energy demands. These sre viewed as primary

inputs into the MACRO production function.

Useful energy demands are exogenous parameters in the stand-alone MARKAL, but are

detcndm_ endogenously within MARKAL-MACRO. As a result of the two-way linkage, useful energy

demamls become internal parameters determined by macroeconomic growth and by conservation (both

autommnotmand price-driven). Capital accumulation and economic growth are affected by changes in

eneql7 ¢0st,. Interfue| substitution and technologically-determined conservation lie within the domain

of MARKAL.

L3. _ion ort_ r_ort

Section 2 contains a more detailed descriptions of the MARKAL and MACRO models and the

concqgs underlying the linkage of the two models. Sectio[, ? summarizes some of the technical

difl'_dtim that had to be overcome. Section 4 describes the modeling language and users' support

system. Section 5 presents typical numerical results.



2. MARKAL, MACRO _d the li.kage appro_:h

2.I _ huh: conccpta

Fillure I providessn overview of the connections between the two components of the system.

To _mize the needfor structural changes in the two original models, we have introduced only two

typeod linkatle. There are physical flows of energy from MARKAL into MACRO, and there are

ene_qx_t paymentsfrom MACRO into MARKAL. This is much the same approgch that hM proven

it_.lk L'_'A-MACRO. The principal difference is that the physical flows of energy are defined here cs

"Um_i Energy Demands". They a_e exogenous to the stared-alone version of MARKAL, but

endqlmoumto the linked model. The c_ta of energy supply appeaz in the objective function of

MAIIJ_L, but enter into MACRO through the period-by-period _:onstra_n_ governing the allocation of

the ermomy'saggregateoutput between consumption, investment and energy cost payment.

TEe linkage between MARKAL and MACRO is based upon one key idea -- the conceptof an

ecoimy-wide production function. Just as with any other attempt at understanding the complexities

of m economicsystem, there are pros and cons in adopting this particular abstraction. The principal

adrdtage is that this enables us to make a direct link between a physical process analysis and a

staula_ long-term macroeconomicgrowth model. The principal disadvantage is that we cannot make

a _ connectionwith the interindustry composition of demands (described, for example, in terms of

t_t slc codes).

This k u intertemporM rather than a recursive system. Since savings and investment

dedmmm are modeled through the maximization of discounted utility, expectations alYect the

acmmala_ionof capital over time. Expectations also affect the optimal rate of depletion of exhaustible

remme_mand the speed of introduction of new technologies.

MARKAL

The MARKAL (MARKet ALlocation) model was developed between 1076 and 1981 as a

mlltimatioual collaborative effort within the framework of the International Energy Agency. See

Irmklmmeel al. (1983). MARKAL is s technologically o_,iented linear programming mode] of the

euml_ sector. The system boundaries are defined by the user. The model has been used for studies of

tbema_omalenergy systems for most countries within the IEA. See Tosato et al. (1984). lt has also

ben, mecl to support energy planning in developing nations such ss Bra_il, Chins, Ecuador and

IMmesiL lt has been applied to regional energy systems in Canada and community energy planning

inSweden. See, respectively, Berger et al. (1987) and Wene (1989).
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TI_ I{F:S(Itrfcretlce Ell_'rgySysto111)coslrept iH ¢elltral to MAI(KAL. The I{I'_S iRa nowchart

shownI ali po_ible routes froll_e_h solirce of primary energy through various transformation 5teps to

eachmd-u_edemandsector. The flowchart can be extended Lo include emiMions for each _kivity iil

whic_merlD,i. transportedor converted from one form to another. MARKAI, describesthese routes,

energeonversionand distribution technologies and various emissions control options. 'The model

idenSi, those routes and technologies that best satisfy the overall objectives of the energb'-

envimmental.y._m. 'The model describes the technical and economic propertiesof each technology

-- asimay alsodescribethe technical ,,nd behavioral constraints upon their implementation. Typical

par_,l_m include energy efficiency, emissions, operating and maintenance costa, ini_.i_l investment

andmihbility hctors.

The most common formulation is to satisfy the end-use demands st s minimum present value

of _ costL Typically, the real annual discount rate lies between 4% and 8%. The modeling

horiam i, 25-40 years, usually described in time steps of 5 years.

MARKAL is a data-driven model. The numerical results depend heavily upon the input

assumlllions. The logical structure is relatively simple. Most constraints describe annual, seasonal or

diunal energy balances. There are constraints ensuring that enough capacity will be built to meet the

dernm_ for secondary and tertiary energy carriers, and there are other constraints allowing for

sch/sad unscheduled maintenance. The input data can be grouped into four broad categories:

• Technology categorizations. The scale may be either large or small. Both price-induced

and am-la'ice conservation may be included in the definition of a technology. A typical large-scale

unit maki be aa integrated coal-gasification combined-cych electricity generating station. Rest pumps

_d dlztfi¢ can are examples of small-scale end-use technologies. Conservation options might include

doul_e _6ndows and high-efficiency oil burners. Technology characterizations represent most of

the _mt data to a MARKAL model.

• Sources of primary energy. Primary energy may be defined in terms of oil and gas wells,

coal ii uranium mines, sad biomass raw material. These sources are usually characterized by supply

curusb0wing the annual potential supply and extraction costs. For exhaustible resources, there may

be arainta indicating the cumulative total of proven reserves and additional resources that might be

avaiMe over the planning horizon. Import and export options a,e also included here.

® Useful energy demands. In the stand-alone version of MARKAL, end-use demands are

spedfad exogenously for ali time periods. The demands may be defined either in terms of energy

reqaimnenta of in terms of an energy service, e.g. vehicle-kilometers of automotive transport or tons of



stecl, Tile drtrmndnneed Itot refer to a slw¢ific fuel. _IAILKAI, Itri I_ltilt-in ol,tiul,s for altct,|ative

fuel__ cnd-u_utilization technologies.

s Environmental constraints. Ez;vironmental constraints may be introduced as a physical

cap cs emissions such as sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides or carbon dioxide. The dual variables on these

constraintsmay be interpreted in terms of emission fees or taxes.

In t lid.mr programming model such as MARKAL, it is straightforward to impose upper

boundmupon the level of a technology in a single period and upon the rate of growth between two

periods, These are absolute bounds and cannot be violated. In & nonlinear programming model, one

can itmduce "soft'* bounds -- limits that may be violated but at progressively higher co6ts.

Accmfmgly, we have added a new feature to MARKAL: quadratic penalties for above-normal rates of

market penetration. The user specifies a "normal" rate of growth for _tew technologies, and also

specifies the quadratic penalty factor. This allows the model to simulate "crash" programs for rapid

but marly rates of market penetration of new technologies. Through the nonlinear formulation, we

smoctk the introduction rates, and avoid the rapid discontinues that otherwise tend to be observed in

linear _ograrnming models. The new feature operates independently of MAB.KAL's absolute limits.

Thesezemainavailable to the user.

2._ MACAO

The MACRO production function is characterized by smooiA substitution. With its nonlinear

form, a small price change leads to a small change in the mix of inputs or outputs. The structure leads

to qmltatively different results from those generated by a linear program such as MARKAL. With

lineawprograms,it is typical to observe "penny-switching'* effects. That is, a small change in prices

will lind either to no effect whatever -- or else to a large change in the composition of inputs or

out4mta.

The ispds to the production function consist of capital, labor and useful energy demands.

labor and energy may each be substituted for the other, but there are diminishing returns to

the sshstitution process. This is the way in which the model incorporates price-induced energy

commmtim. In addition, there is the possibility of autonomous improvements in energy efficiency

(AI_ fm"short). These are non-price factors that could reduce energy demands per unit of gross

outlmt.

To avoid the econometric estimation of many parameters, the production function is a nested

Ci_ (¢emtaat elasticity of substitution) form. At the top level, there is a capital-labor aggregate that

m_ lie smbstituted for an energy aggregate. At the bottom level, there is a unitary elasticity of

6
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slJb_tit_tionI_twecn capital alt¢l lal_r, aild the evlcrgy aggrcKate is srporablc. This structure i;l_l_lics

that e_ital a_tdlair may be sul_._tituteddirectly for each other, e.g. through the automation of labor.

intezmivetasks. The higher the wage rate, the more attrax:tivc it becomes to adopt automation.

With this specific form of CES nesting, price-induced conservation operates by lowering the

marllimlproductivity of capital and labor. That is, if there is a rise in energy costs, the production

funcfi_ allows us to adapt by substituting more capital and labor in place of energy. This is also an

indim_ way of allowing for behavioral responsessuch U lowering the thermostat in residential and

commev:ialbuildinp.

In representingconservation within an)' model, there sre two important guiding principles.

The dmcriptionshould be inclusive but avoid double counting. Further, the representationshould be

tranqN_t, lt should be easy to communicate whatever assumptions are made about saturation

effectsor specific conservation technologie_ MACRO has a built-in mechanism that ensures

tr_me/mency. Most MARKAL data bases contain considerable engineering informal,ion about

consm_tion,but the [nformation is usually not inclusive. Moreover, because of the _!chness of

techadlegicaJrepresentations,it may be difficult to convey the meaning of model results to decision

male,_ In the future, it will be important to develop model procedures that retain the conservatior_

infonmtioncontained within MARKAL, but avoid double counting when this data base is linked to

MAC"lO.

Each category of useful energy demands may be substituted for the other. In effect, we assume

"w_ independence" between them. See Frisch (1959). The ease or difficulty of price-induced

conm_atioa is governed largely by the value adopted ('or ESUB (the elasticity of substitution between

the esmq_ and the capital-labor aggregates). In the present version of MARKAL-MACRO, we have

not altempted to distinguish between short- and long-run price elasticities of demand. As a result,

thel¢ ma be discontinuities in the demands between the base year of 1990 and the first projection year

of l_J$. The modal is designed for long- rather than short-run analysis.

The economy's long-term growth rate is determined primarily by the value assumed for the

growtlhof the labor force and its productivity. The combination of these two factors is described in

labor "efficiency units". For shorthand, this is the "potential" growth rate of the economy, lt is a

major d_;terminant of the utility discount rate employed in the MACRO objective function. If there is

a rim _. energy costs, it will be optimal to reduce consumption and investment. With a drop in capital

fonnai_, the realized growth rate will then fall short of the potential.



3. _ .pecific_of h_dlinkin&

3.1 I_achm_rking the model (calibration)

The MACRO productionfunction contains a capital-labor term and an energy aggregate. The

u_r mst specify an overall elasticity of substitution between capital-labor and enersb,. Each of the

usefule_,qU, demands enter as inputs into the ener_ agsregate. Thus, benchmarking involvu the

_tinmioa of a coefficient for the capiud.labor term and for the 23 component# in the energy

aggre_.

To calibrate the MACRO submodel, the following 1990 base year data sre required: GDP,

aggrqpte energy costs, the demand and the "reference" price for each category of useful energy.

Estinates must also be provided for the capital-GDP ratio, the depreciation rate, and capital's value

shared GDP. The three latter parameters must be consistent with the net rate of return on capital

that isassumed in the stand-alone version of MAB.KAL.

The calibration procedure gives the modeler some degrees of freedom, but it also requires

carefulattention to the logical consistency of the base year data. The linked model requires estimates

of bal year economic activities such as the energy system's total capital charges and operating costs.

lt aet requires an estimate of the investment levels, import costs and export revenues. The GDP is

. readill available from standard statistical sources. The base year useful energy demands may be taken

bom tie stand-alone version of MARKAL.

The user must be careful in determining the reference prices needed for calibrating the

p_ function, If prices were to remain constant at these levels, energy demands would coincide

with lle GDP growth rate less the AEEI value. In principle, the reference prices should be identical

witl, the undiscounted marginal costs (also known as shadow prices) taken from the dual solution

the lngramming model. In practice, however, it is typical for the primal solution to be

ovenbtmnined by the requirements for statistical consistency with base year production and

commnption estimates. The supply and demand curves are both vertical at this point. (In technical

ianllml_ t,he primal solution is said to be "degenerate", and the dual solution is therefore

indetmainate.) As a rough-and-ready shortcut, we have therefore employed the 1995 rather than the

19Mshadow prices for benchmarking purposes.

To illustrat_ this calibration procedure, Table I lists the values of the useful energy demands

° that me employed as exogenous inputs to MARKAL. lt indicates the values of these demands in the

baR1mr (1990) and in the terminal year (2030). For 1990, the MARKAL-MACRO demands are fixed

to misride with those in MARKAL, but in 2030 the demands may differ because of price-induced

8



nul_,,titutionand sl,o becnu_ of energy-economy feedb_k,,,.

Useful ener_j demands are decouplcd from GDl' Arowth by parameter, that ar_ termed the

AEEI {mutonomou.energy el_ciency improvement) rate. These decoupling fsctor, represent a variety

of nw-I_ice variables that affect useful enersy demands. Examples include: nonunitary income

el_tid'Ue, of con,umer demand, saturation phenomena and long-term changes in interindustry

coml=,ifiou. There rosy be new ,ources of energy demands ,uch u sn increasein the quantity of

electd6ty requiredfor electronic computersin the home and office. For example, the anslyot needsto

have tie option of projectinl_ a ,lowdown in population growth rates, and therefore a decoupling

betwea heating needs and aggregate income growth. At the same time, the growth of air transport

may be higher than that of the economy as a whole. The integrated model is designed so that these

base {of potential) growth rates are subject to modification as a result of price-induced conservation

and mergy-economy feedbacks.

To estimate the AEE! decoupling rates empirically, we have tried to be consistent with the

usefulenergy demand projections employed in MARKAL. According to Table I, the annual MARKAL

growth rate for category R0 (residential space heat), is only 0.9% between 1990 and 2030 -- even

thongk the GDP growth rate is projected at an average of 2.0%. Accordingly, we take take the AEEI

for mtegory RO to be 2.0 - 0.9 = I. I%.

For most of the 23 end-uses, this procedure leads to a positive value of the AEEI. There are

only tkreecategories ( R2, R9 and T4 -- residential cooling, commercial miscellaneous appliances and

air trnmport, respectively) where the MARKAL end-use demand growth rate exceeds that of the GDP.

In _ ames, we impute a negative value to the AEEI. This Leby no meanJ a satisfactory way to

allow for new uses of energy, but it provides s starting-point for a productive dialogue between the

advocate, of top-down and of bottom-up approaches to energy analysis.

To summarize: The MACRO submodel requires only modest amounts of data in addition to

those that are normally required for MARKAL. The additional data requirements include the

following: base year GDP; potential GDP growth rates; initial capital-output ratio; aggregate

depredation rate; and the elasticity of substitution between capital-labor and useful energy demands.

Ali _ elements of the linked model may be deduced either directly or indirectly from these

E.g., capital's initial value share of the GDP may be determined from the capital-output

ratio, the depreciation rate and the net return on capital that is employed in the stand-alone version of

MARKAL.

9



T_l)le I. Usefulenerl_Ydemaudprojectiousemployedin MAILKAL

Usefulener_ demand category 1990 2030 annual growth
(exajoules) rate, %

RO Residentialspace heating 4.04 5.78 0.90
RI Residentialwater heating 1.10 1.57 0.90

R2 Residentialcooling 1.37 4.13 2.80
R3 Residentiallightingand appliances 2.26 4.98 2000

Subtotal, residenti_ 8.77 16.47 1.59

P,5 Commercialspace heating 2.48 4.97 1.75

RO Commercialwater heating 0.12 0.24 1.75
R7 Commercialcooling 2.77 5.54 1.75
P,8 Commerciallight 1.21 2°42 1.75
R9 Commercialmiscellaneous appliances 0.95 2.17 2.10

Subtotal, commercial 7.53 15.34 1.80

TO Automobile 8.63 12.86 1.00

TI Lighttruck 2.58 3.85 1.00
1"2 Heavytruck 5.06 11.18 2.00
T3 Bus 0.14 0.23 1.30
T4 Air 2.73 11.97 3.76

T5 Ship 1025 2.75 2.00
T6 Rail 0°54 1.20 2.00

TX Militaryair 0058 0.58 0o00

Subtotal, transport 21.52 44.61 1.84

II Ironand steel 0.80 0.80 0.00
IA Aluminum 0.32 0.70 2.00
ID Industrialboilers 4.39 9.69 2.00
IE Fabricationand electric drive 2.51 5.54 2.00
IH Otherindustrial heat 4.82 10.67 2.00

Subtotal, industrial 12.84 27.38 1.91

NY Non-energy demands I. 15 2.54 2.00

Totaluseful energy demands 51.81 106.34 1.81
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3.2 Treatment oi cApitAl chazgmand rmldu_d call,cities

In earlier applications, the MARKAL and MACRO subrnodels differed in their terminal

conditim lhd in their treatment of capital ch•rges. MAR.KAL views investments as one-time

expeMlure_that provide z stream of capacities •v•ilable during subeequenttime periods. If a capital

inve_mnt survives put the horizon d•te, it receives s Mir•ge credit during the _ermin•l period. This

issormlimessaid to be a"du•l" terminal condition.

By contrut, MACRO employs a primal terminal condition. Th•t is, the rate of investment in

the l'md period must be large enough to allow post-horizon growth to proceed st a constant geometric

rate. MACRO allows for investment costs through capital recovery factors -- with • uniform annual

smorfmtion charge throughout the useful life of pl•ht and equipment. No salvage values sre assigned

to 0,,, stocks of oil, gas, plutonium and other resources available for use during the post-terminal

periodLTo reduce horizon effects in the linked model, we adopted the MACRO conventions for post-

horims growth and for investment costs. Incidentally, even before the merger, both models were using

the idlmticalnumerical value of the discount rate for investment purposes -- 5% annually as the read

cost dcapital (net of inflation) to the U.S. economy.

MARKAL and MACRO both provide for the durability of capital goods, but each in •

someskat different way. In MARKAL, there is a fixed value assigned to the useful life of each distinct

techmk_, and there is • uniform amount of capacity available from that investment during each year

of it•life span. There is an explicit distinction between the decision variables that govern investment

and _ that govern the use of capacity. In MACRO, this distinction is not drawn; depreciation is

viem,l as • geometric decay process -- typically a decay rate of 5% annually. This reduces the

numllmal' decision variables and constraints and therefore reduces the time required for computations,

but ii means that we do not have the option of abandoning excess capacity in the form of obsolete

capi_ equipment. Iu the linked model, we follow the original MARl(AL formulation for the energy

sectmand follow the MACRO formulation for the economy-wide capital stock.

lm the stand-alone version of MARKAL, there is no reason to impute capital charges to

"resijsaJ" capacities (i.e., those remaining from pre-1990 investment activities). For purposes of the

linkmlmodel, however, it is essential to provide consistent year-to-year accounting for the energy

sectm_ capital and operating costs. We therefore apply capital recovery charges to these residual

capmilim -- just as in the case of new facilities.
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3.3 Full vs. differential co_ting

The stand-alone version of MARKAL is dcmand-driven. The useful encrgy demands sre

provided u inputs. In the linked model, useful energy supplies, demands and prices are

interd_,endent. They are determined jointly by MARKAL and MACRO. Aggregate energy costs

(heresKer abbreviated EC) are generated in MARKAL. Alon s with aggregate consumption an_

investment, the EC variable represents claims upon the gross output generated by the MACRO

predudion function. EC includes the capital charges, operation and maintenance, and fuel costs for all

supplyand conversion technologies.

One must be careful in defining the remaining energy costs reflecting end-use demands.

_eady, a_l fuel costs are included in EC, but not S]I capital and operating costs. The "fins]" users of

energy (both consumers and producers) consume energy as part of a larger end-use. Gasoline is used

to provide transportation. Fuel oil, natural gas and electricity are purchased to provide space heat as

part d a comfortable building environment. Boiler fuels for process heat and electricity for electric

drives are used as an input in the production of industrial products and services. However, the capital

costs sf automobiles, highways and other transportation infrastructure are not normally viewed as

energy sector costs. Similarly, the energy sector does not include the land, buildings, furniture and

' equipment for buildings, lt does not include the general facilities and equipment employed in the

mantsbcturing sector. Outside the energy sector, MARKAL includes only the additions] expenditures

requital for unconventional alternatives, lt includes the increments/costs of CNG vs. gasoline-fueled

vehicles;of oil vs. resistance heat vs. heat pumps for space heat; of process heat from cogeneration vs.

direct generation of process heat for manufacturing. In each of these cases, MARKAL excludes the

capital, operating and maintenance costs for a baseline technology, and includes only the additions]

costs n_quiredfor the unconventional alternatives.

This convention is consistent with the view that MARKAL is primarily an energy sector

model. An alternative device is chosen whenever a useful energy demand can be met at a lower cost by

tha/device thu by the existing technology. If the total coal of providing end-use services were

indmled in the definition of energy costs, virtually the entire GNP would be attributed to the energy

sects. By del'sing EC to include only the differentia] costs, we focus upon the fuel component. In

cbemi_ between alternat,ive technologies, it is the cost difference that determines the winner, not the

cost level of the baseline technology. If we had included the absolute levels of ali end-use

a_s/ss we would have extended MARKAL far beyond the conventions/boundaries ../"the energy sector,

and mmld bays distorted the feedback relationships with the MACRO portion of the combined model.

#
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I_veni/tile definitionof F:C had I_'_'. roll._trAi.edto il_rludeonly _utomobilr_A.d _'t_ergy-u_i.E

equipment,there wouldhave been a di_proportio._te impact upon the non-enerlf#sectorsof Lhc

economy.

4. PromotingmodeluMbility

4.1 CAMS ud MUSS

To incorporatenonlinearitiesin the constraintsand objectivefunction,MARKAL-MACRO is

writtesia GAMS (s generalizedalgebraic modelingsystem). See Brookeet al. (1988). Data-base

man_ementand scenariocomparisonssre hsndledthrougha user-friendlyinterfaceknown as MUSS

(MARl[ALUsersSupportSystem). See(3oldstein(1991). ThrouKhMUSS, theusercan modify the

indivi4uiMARKAL tablesprovided in their traditional OMNI format. The interfacethen translate,

thesetablesintoa formthat canbe recognizedbyGAMS. lt also handlestheadditional data required

for tlx MACRO submodeland for the quadrati,cpenaltiesassociatedwith rapid rates of market

penetml.ion.

4.2 Modeling language and optimiser (GAMS/MINOS)

GAMSis a computer language specifically designed to facilitate the development of algebraic

modek The syntax closely resembles the row-oriented style of formulating constraint equations. The

MAK[AL-MACEOmurce code is written in GAMS, but has been organised so that MACRO is

latgdy isolatedfrom the MARl(AL submodel. This facilitates revisions in model structure.

GAMSprovides a convenient interface to nonlinear optimizers, including MINOS (a model in-

core nonlinearopt_ni_tion system). MINOS haudles nonlinear objective functions and nonlinear

cons_aaints.These are passed by GAMS so that the user does not need to write down the gradients

amoriatedwith the objective function and constraints.

With the U& MARKAL-MACRO data set analyzed iD this report (4500 constraint rows), we

comeclose to the practical limits of the 1992 family of personal computers. On a 486/50-PC, it can

takefluesand a half hours for a "cold start", but restarts typicaJllyrequire only 30-45 minutes.

Each vemionof the model is controlled by data provided to GAMS in the form of SETs and

PARAMETERs,For MARKAL-MACRO, the SETs characterise the eners3'system by identifying the

deraauddevices,energycarriers, etc. The PARAMETERs (often tables) provide specific information

on individualfuels and technologies, e.g. the unit costs, conversion efficiencies and market penetration

13



limits. An imports,lt G.Atljrr of (;AMS in its domain ch_'_ki,_ cspahililies. These en_ure that alI the

elemcn_ of PARAMETEI(.q and TAIILE, fall within the scope defined by the ,ource code',

d_lar_d_on,. This helps to identify errors in the inpllt data, e.g. a fuel input to a nonexistent

_hndql_.

4.3 Model men,' rapport lystem (MUSS)

With any large and complex model, it is essential to provide the policy analyst with a model

enviromnent shell. Numerous runs must be made under a variety of technical and economic

smumldioM. Databue handling errors are inevitable, but they can be reduced to & minimum if we

emplol a _'stematic approach. As shown in Figure 2, MARKAL-MACRO hl part of sn integrated

model]_ system thM, encompasse11 the models, optimisers, scenario and data management, problem

restartkandling, sensitivity analysill, and comparative analysis of results through color 8raphics.

The heart of this environment shell is MUSS. lt is a system incorporating the features of a

relatiomd database, spreadsheet, file manager, and graphics presentation system. (See Figure 3.)

MUSS enhances the productivity of the policy analyst, lt enables the user to employ the identical

datalm_, and to switch between the original OMNI version of MABKAL, the GAMS version of

MARItAl, and the GAMS version of MARKAL-MACRO. At some future date, it is possible that

there will be an OMNI version of MARKAL-MACR, O.

MUSS employs pop-up menus, online context-sensitive help, pick list, and browse capability.

Thae facilitate the location and modification of ali numerical input data. The system also provides

copy/dldete macro commands to assist with standard adjustment, to the database, e.g.

addinglvmmv_ng a technology. In the absence of this type of sh_ll, any modification entails a series of

error-lmmedata entry steps. MUSS also includes a Reference Energy System drawing capability.

Data are managed by scenarios. Typically, a reference case is developed and then a series of

sendfivity analyses, e.g. alternative rates of market penetration for renewable technologies. For each of

th¢_ _enarios, alternative cases may be run, e.8. examining the effect of imposing alternative CO2

redudi_ limits. The user assigns specific names to these scenarios/cases. These determine the names

of the flies passed to/from MARKAL-MACRO, and they control the access of MUSS to the input data

and mmlta. Throughout, the user is provided with dynamic feedback into the data "dictionary". In

tld, my, there is immediate access to the name and characteristics of each technology in each time

pedod.

MUSS provides a convenient way to analyze model result,, lt facilitates the retrieval of a

desixed subset of results, and compares the information obtained from alternative cases. The results
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are organized into tables which are automaticallyorderedso as provideside-by-side comparisonof a single

result,e.g., the capacityof light water nuclearreactors,over a set of cases.

Graphs are generated through menus. The analyst places the cursora a desired line and presses a

single key. When examining a single technology, for example, both the capacity level and the associated

_reduced costs" can be displayed on a single diagram. This provides an indication of economic

attractiveness. Another standard plotting option allows for the display of activity levels of up to .50

technologies from multiple cases for a single year.

In addition to managing the interpretationof model results, MUSS allows the user to combine and

reorganizeinformationinto custom graphtables. The results may be graphed as bar charts, c,mulative bar

charts, percentage (pie) charts, etc. Figures4 - 21 were generated by MUSS.



5. Modci r_ul_

5. I Three scenJuim

To exercise MARKAL-MACRO, three alternatives were defined: a base case and two carbon

emissm control scenarios. The base co,e is intended as an extrapolation of current practices and

polici_ lt is one in which we are cautious on the prospects for the introduction of new supply and

consenation technologies into the market place. This should not be confused with an "economic

potenlitl" scenario -- one that indicates what could happen if each cmL-effective supply and

consemstion technology were pushed to its limits. To the extent that MARKAL overstates the

perfmsRnce of any of the new technologies -- or understates the barriers to their implementation --

such a sr.enariowould have built-in tendencies toward over-optimism.

The second scenario is one in which there is a deferred CO2 emissions constraint. Controls are

defenal until 2010. From that point onward, emissions are reduced to a level 20% lower than they

were k 1990o This type of scenario is broadly consistent with the consensus position of 48 countries

partkipating in the Toronto Conference of June 1988. According to Abrahamson (1989), the goal was

descnlsedas a 20% reduction in CO2 emissions by 2005. Our scenario defers the initiation of controls

by f_ years. This provides a period for adjustment so that newer and less expensive control options

may le adopted. The implementation delay also allows the participating countries more time to reach

agreme_t as to appropriate participatory roles.

The third scenario is one in which there is a cvmllatiee CO2 emissions constraint, lt is

desipul to avoid the potentially disruptive effects of imposing controls abruptly in 2010. This

sceaaie accepts the same overall goals as the deferred constraint case. Cumulative emissions are

reduml by the same total quantity as in the deferred case. Annual emissions in 2030 are limited to the

identiad quantity. The impact on global climate would be virtually indistinguishable. With this

sceaa|ie, there is the flexibility to introduce emission control technologies at either an earlier or a later

date _ 2010, and this flexibility helps to reduce GDP losses.

lt is assumed that the international crude oil price is identical in ali three scenarios. The price

was 12Oper barrel in 1990. Thereafter, as a result of the exhau._tion of domestic and international

resmmm, the price rises gradually, lt follows a "surprise-free" path, reaching $31 per barrel in 2010

and $14 in 2030. Given this oil price perspective, there is a built-in incentive for conservation and for

the dkvelopment of unconventional energy resources.
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6.2 k_)_t omthe energy nyRLem

figure 4 shows the composition of primary energy consumption in the ba_e ca_. Total

prima_ enerlD,use increasesthroughout the 40-year planning horizon at the annual rate of 1.|2%.

Eachtithe foail fuelsgrows less rapidly than the to{_l -- coal at an even slower rate than oil and gu.

Nuclemenergy declines through 201`5, but rises quite rapidly thereafter. The contribution o(

rene_mllhrkel continuously. For the period u a whole, its compound annual g_'owthrate is 3.i4%.

I_gure,5comparesali three scenarios with respect to the composition of energy consumption.

In tx_ CO2 controlscenarios, there is a massive amount of price-induced conservation. In 2030, the

total b _% lower than in the base case. In the deferred case, consumption rises slightly before 2010,

show, m absolute decline in that year, but growth is resumed thereafter. In the clmulative case, there

is a dldne in 199`5,but a gradual rise thereafter_ The 199`5 decline should not be taken too literally.

This b • direct effect of the failure to distinguish between short- and long-run price elasticities of

demamL Had this distinction been introduced into the model, it is likely that there would have been

even I_,mtergains from the c,_mulative rather than the deferred scenario for emission controls.

By contrast with the base case, coal use drops sharply tinder both CO2 control scenarios, lt

falls _an erratic rate in the deferred case, but smoothly when the constraints are cumulative. During

the em_ decades, oil is the "swing fuel". In the base case, oil consumption increases steadily. By

contn_ in the deferred case, oil use increases slightly until 2005, drops sharply in 2010, and increases

theredmr. With the cumulative constraint, oil consumption drops in 199,5, and lt increases gradually

ehered_. Natural ga_, nuclear and renewable energy consumption are almost identical across ali

0cenm_win ali time periods. Their values sre determined largely by exogenous upper bounds.

The useful energy demands (UED) sre of particular interest. These sre determined

endopously through the interaction of the MARKAL and the MACRO submodels. They are directly

alTec_ by _ce-induced conservation. Figure 6 compares total useful energy demands across ali

sectms ii"the economy. Under both emissions control scenarios, demands are lower than iu the base

case. !_ 2030, there is an 18% overall reduction. Although the end result is similar, the path toward

this mluction differs considerably. Energy consumption rises smoothly with the cumulative CO2

conm_t, but it follows s zig-_g path in order to accommodate the year-by-year C02 requirements of

the dldmed case. There is a sharp drop between 2005 and 2010, and this leads to significant costs of

adjustment. Figure 6 shows the importance of s long-term perspective. By starting early toward a

givm pd, we follow smooth paths. This contrasts sharply with the disruptive effect of waiting until

20111b hnpmecontrols.
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Through_ closecomp_ri_n of F'igllrel5 AIId6, w_,c_l aceLhat there is morer_l_idgrowthut"

UED thanst toLAIprimaryenergycon011zl_ption.As a t'r_ctionoi' primary energyinputs, the U£D

were57_ in 1990. By 2030, the fraction increasesto 77% in the _ caseand Lo80% in both st' the

CO2coetrol,cenario_

EnergyintenJitiessre compared in Figures7 and 8. Ali three scen&rios•re characterizedby

reduction,in theoverallenergy-GDP ratio throughoutthe planninghorizon. Thio generalizationholds

bothforIxim_y consumptionand for the UED. Price-inducedconserv,_tionleadsto greaterreductions

in theamtrolscenariosthan in the basecue. The emissionreductiongoals •re achievedpartly

through.witching•wayfrom fossiltoward carbon-freefuels,and partly by usingius energyto satisfy

the end me demands.

Figure9 indkatel the overall contributions of electricity to the energy system. In ali three

scenariutelectricityrises•t s slower rate than the GDP. Over the 40-year horizon, it grows 1.43%

annual_ in the basecase and .85% when constraints are imposed on CO2 emissions. Figure 10

compmesthe sourcesof electricity generation in 2030. The sharp reduction in coal-fired electricity

geneaatioaaccountsfor virtually ali of the differencebetween the base and the control scenarios.

S.3 lmqptdoi cazbouemissions

Carbon emissionsare compared in Figure 11. There are large differences between the base case

and the twocontrolscenarios. In part, these can be traced to price-induced conservation and in part to

chanl_miu the fuel mix. According to the bamecase, emissions will increase throughout the planning

horiscm.They _re20_ higher in 2030 than in 1990. By contrast, bo_ control scenarios end up with •

20% mluctionfrom the 1990 level. Carbon emissions are closely correlated with total primazy energy

consumptionand with UED. There is a smooth path in the base cameand in the cumulative scenario.

With Ibedderredscenario,there is an abrupt reduction between 2005 and 2010.

$.4 lmimd amthe economy

The macroeconomicvariables (GDP, investment, consumption and energy costs) are ali lower

underthe constrainedscenarios than in the base case. Of the four, total energy supply costs are the

most smsitive to the differences between the control scenarios and the base case. (See Figure 12).

Figuns 13-16exprus the differences in ternm of dollar costs. By 2030, the cost of imposing CO2

constraintsamounts to a GDP loss of $210-220 billions. The differences appear large when expressed

in dmolutedollar amounts, smaller when expressed an a percentage of GDP, and still smaller when

expremedin termsof differencesin growth rates. At first glance, this appears paradoxical, but there is
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Table 2

Annual p_rcentssef,rowthrates,|990-2030

M_roeconomic BasecaJe Conltrainedcases Reduction

indicator

GDP 2.07 2.03 0.04

Consumption 2.10 2.07 0.02

Investment 1.92 1.78 0.14

Enersy costs 1.69 1.22 0.47
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z readyexplanation.The allergy sectorrcpre:_',lt.sonly _bout 10%of the economyM a whole. When

GDPb the divisor,virt_lly any sectoralmagnitudeappearssmall. Moreover,the energy.economy

feedb=l=srenot largeenoughto leadto major differencesin growthrates. SeeTable2.

MARKAL-MACRO generate=the energy price= requiredso as to equilibrate useful energy

demmNkwith the le_t-cost mix of availablesupply technologies.There is onesuchprice for eachof

the _ usefulenergydemandsin e_chyear. Figure=17-20 providetypical priceeerie=. These refer,

respectively,to the rmidential,commercial,transportation andindustrial sectom. Although the year-

_yem percentagechange= are not identical, the pattern is simile. Base cameenergy prices rise

modm_lelythroughout the time horizon. These trends are a direct consequence of assuming a

systemm/_increasein international oil price=. Higher cost technologies are then needed in order to

meettheincreasesin energy demands.

Underthe two control scenarios, prices rise much more rapidly than in the base case. This

providman additional incentive for price-induced conservation. Prices follow the patterns that are

characteristicof the three scenarios. The paths are smooth in the base case and in the cumulative

controlscenario. They exhibit an abrupt, increase when controls are deferred until 2010. From that,

dateomvard,the pricesin both control scenarios converge toward similar values in 2030.

Figure21 shows the shadow prices (implicit values) of the carbon emission constraints. These

repnmmtthe incremental cost of further reductions in CO2 emissions. If ali reductions sre to be

throughthe taxation of carbon, these can be interpretedas the year-by-year tax level required

in cede to meet the emissions taLrgeta. With the deferred controls scenario, prices remain sero through

2006andthenrise .harply in 2010. With the cumulative constraint, there is s positive value in 1995,

and tl_ price rises gradually over time. The compound annual growth rate is consistent with the

mmqlimdproductivityof capital throughout the economy -- about 5% annually. In both control

,cenmi_ the price reaches $270 in 2030. In this version-of MARKAL, there sre no *'backstop"

tec]ksdo_es- and thereforeno upper bound on the price of carbon°

Cawat: Most of these economic impacts may be interpretedas the direct consequences of the

h,i_t assumptionswith respect to supplies, demands and emissions control scenarios. If we sre sure

thatwe win eventuaily have to impose emissions controls, it is preferable to start early, and to adopt s

smoe/h transitionstrategy. With cer_aiaQlon the imposition of controls, the cumulative case is clearly

prdmble to the deferredcase. With uncertainty, however, it may be preferable to adopt a hedging

•strm/eU bseed upon an explicitly probabilistic decision analysis framework. These three scenarios

relmseat a usefulbeginning in that direction, but do not in themselves determine an optimal hedging

stratq_.
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6. I concluding note

The three scenarios are not sumcient to validate MARKAL-MACRO, but they do indicate that

the mo4d exhibits plausible behavior. Oy cotttrast with a stand-alone engineering model, useful energy

demancb are reduced in response to higher energy prices. Carbon emission constraints lead to lower

GDP, imestment, consumption and energy supply costs. The quantities and timing can be compared

for dilEsnt policy options, and the price structure indicates the stresses that might be entailed by the

impositim of CO2 controls, lt is particularly useful to be able to identify those strategies that might

lead tsm ooth rather than difficult transitions.

This paper has demonstrated the feasibility of a formal hazdlink between MARKAL (s systems

engineeisg model) and MACRO (s long-term macroeconomic growth model). The merger combines

MACROSsaggregate view together with MARKAL's detailed analysis of technical options for the

energy m/stem. The differences between the engineer's and the economist's perspectives are highlighted

by the torrent discussion on conservation options and their role in controlling CO_ emissions. The

experimuefrom this demonstration is limited, but it indicates that MARKAL-MACRO provides a tool

to faaT_te dialogue between the engineer and the economist, and will also facilitate dialogue with

policy makers.
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Figure 2
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Figure 3
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system.
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Figure4

BASECASE: PRIMARYENERGY USE
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Figure 5

PRIMARYENERGY USE IN EACHSCENARIO
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Figure 6
TOTAL USEFULENERGYDEMAND
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Figure7

ENERGY INTENSITY: PRIMARYENERGY/GDP
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Figure 8
ENERGYINTENSITY:TOTAL UED / $ GDP
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Figure9

ELECTRICITYOUTPUT
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Figure 10

ELECTRICITYOUTPUT BY FUEL USED FOR GENERATION
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Figure11

TOTALCO2EMISSIONS
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Figure12

ENERGY COST
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Figure 13

REDUCTION IN GDP FROM BASE CASE
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Figure 14

REDUCTION IN INVESTMENT FROM BASE CASE
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Figure15

REDUCTION IN CONSUMPTIONFROM BASE CASE
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Figure 16

REDUCTION IN ENERGY CO_T FROM BASE CASE
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Figure17

PRICE OF RESIDENTIALWATER HEAT
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Figure18

PRICE OF COMMERCIALSPACE HEAT
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Figure 19

PRICE OF AUTOMOBILE TRANSPORT
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Figure20

PRICE OF INDUSTRIALPROCESS HEAT
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Figure21

SHADOW PRICE OF CARBONEMISSIONS
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AppendizA: Formulationof tile MACRO Submodeland the I,ink_EeEquations

Nod_ MARKAL-MACRO rad'ce _e el' toni/ el LIe jame ideu u ETA-MACRO. AccordinglyplkW

eppes_s mscorpornft_some malend direcd/y.from Ma_neand RicLelm (1992).

I. MACROderision vstiablm and notational convention

Among the decision variables, the maximand UTILITY is a scalar. Ali other MACRO

varialdmare time-indexed. Base year values are denoted by t = I (1990). The projection periods are

identikst u follows: t = 2 (1995), 3 (2000), . . . g (2030). For simplicity, the time index t is

omiUMfrom the MACRO variables listed below:

UTILITY Sum of discounted logarithms of aggregate consumption

Units of measurement for the following variables are $ trillions per year (measured in dollars of

cons/mt lgg0 purchasing power) :

C Consumption
IV Investment

EC Energy costs
Y Production, excluding energy sectors

Units of measurement for the following variables are $ trillions:

K Capital stock

Units of measurement for the following variables are exajoules (1018 joules) per year:

Ddm Demand for useful energy type dm - before adjustment for autonomous
energy efficiency improvements

Lowerbounds are imposed upon almost ali of the variables. Some of the lower bounds are

zera Others are positive. These help to avoid unrealistic short-term price-induced demand reductions.

The/also reduce the solution time and/or prevent program calls for undefined numbers, e.g. for the

Iogad0amof zero. The latter class of lower bounds are essential during intermediate iterations, but are

intendedto be non-binding constraints at an optimal solution.
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lt may halqX,, that the u.itA of mca.q,renlent are rho_,n _ that the Iog_r, tAm of ¢onslJml)tinn

imn_tive. To allow for this unu,ual possibility, ,o lower bound is _._igned to the UTILITY variable.

lt is_dlowedto takeon negative as well as nonnegative values.

Ali decisionvariablesand sets are indicated by upper case letter.; ali parameters and running

ind;,,., by lower caseletter,. The parameters are specified either directly or indirectly through a series

of 111USSdata tables which the user is free to modify. For example, there are files containing the

valm for g#0 (the initial GDP), kgdp (the initial capitai-GDP ratio), _pvJ (capital's value share).

deft' (the annual depreciation rate for the aggregate capital stock) and the potential GDP growth rate

(g.,-).

2. The Unkage equations

The stand-alone version of MARKAL is documented elsewhere. For purposes of this report, it

is mfficient to use the symbol Xj to denote MARKAL decision variable ). The cost and the useful

eneqD' demand rows are connected to the MACRO submodel through special-purpose linkage

equations. Ali other MARKAL constraints are incorporated directly within MARKAL-MACRO.

in MARKAL, there is a fixed demand associated with each form of useful energy during each

time period, in the linked model, we treat these demands as decision variables. There is one for each

demand type during each time period. Accordingly, these decision variables are known as Ddm,t. To

comert them with the MARKAL supply producing activities, we define the supply coefficients

sul,plYdm,t. These coefficients are positive if the MARKAL variable Xj is a_sociated with supplying

the useful demand category dm during time period L We may then link the MARKAL supply

activities to the MACRO demand variables through the following equations:

E supplYdm,t Xj = aeeifacdm,t D dm,t
J

wimrethe coefficients aeeifacdm,t allow for any demand reductions associated with autonomous energy

elrr.iency improvements.

For each variable Xj, the GAMS program calculates a coefficient that describes its impact on

the economy-wide energy costs in period t. This parameter is known as costjt, lt includes the annually

retorting costs that appear in the original MARKAL model, lt also includes the annual equivalent

ammti_tion payment commitments associated with the investment variables for both "residual" and

new capacities. This is a minor change, but seems necessary if we are to avoid horizon effects when we
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link t_ two mcxleln. MARKAI, eml,loys "_lvage" coemcie,lts to evaluate the worth of termit=al

capilJd stocks. This is a dual termination condition. By contrMt, MACRO employs a prhnal

terminationcondition. Following the horizon date. it is st|ppos_dthat ali the MACRO variables will

growM • constant geometricrate.

To avoid excessivelyrapid expansion of new technologies, MARKAL hM been modified to

includemarket penetration limits. These are not rigid upper bounds but &re soft constraints on the

variablesCAPtch, t (the capacity for technology tch during time period t). Growth may be accelerated,

but = • rising m_rginal cost determined by the level of the above-normal expansion variables

XCAPtch,t. These activities are valued not only becausethey enable an increasein current output but

&leobecausethey provide a bue for future expansion. Letting expf denote the normal five-year

expa_io= factor, we then have:

CAPtch,t+l < expfCAPtch,t+ XCAPtch,t+ l

With thesedefinitions,the followinglinkageequationsdeterminethe impactofthe MARKAL

varialdesupon ECt,thetotalenergycostsinperiodt:

(ecsttc h)
Z costjt Xj + .5 qfac _ expf (XCAPtch,t)2 = ECt
j tch capfYtch

Note that tlm energy coat equations contain quadratic penalty terms associated with the above-

normsl expansion activities XCAPtch, t. Suppose that the parameter qfac - l, and that capfYtc h

represents the maximum level of capacity that can be installed during the first year in which the

teclmology becomes available. Each penalty coefficient is then chosen so that the marginal cost of

providing capacity is doubled if the rate of capacity expansion is twice its normal level during the first

peried in which the technology becomes available. Over the long run, the marginal costs are

determined by the capital charge coefficient associated with each type of capacity. During a period of

rapid transition, however, the expansion constraints lead to a period of overshoot above the long-run

level These effects are moderated but not eliminated by the operation of the above-normal expansion

activities.

A linear penalty form would require less computer time than the quadratic function employed

he_. With a/ine=r penalty function, however, there would be a tendency toward bang-bang solutions

in which ali of the above-normal expansion occurs within a single time period. With quadratic

penalties, it is typical for high-cost expansion to take place during more than one period.
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To summarize: 'l'he cost cocfficiettts are recMcul_ted, _nd are entployed to lit,k the MARKA L

variablet to the macro energy costA. Similarly, the supply coefficients link the MARKAL variables to

the m_t'to useful energy demands. Quadratic penalty terms sre introduced to smooth the rate of

market penetration of new technologies. The remainder of the constraint rows sre taken over directly

from MARKAL.

3. MACRO constr_nts

There is a single equation to define the maximand UTILITY, and there is a single constraint

referrinl to the terminal period, TC. Ali other constraints are time-indexed. The MACRO constraints

Are as _o_OWlC

UTIL Discounted utility, sum over ali projection periods

USE Uses of total output - allocated among expenditure categories

PRD Sources of total output - inputs to production

CAP Capital accumulation equation

TC Terminal condition on investment and capital stock

These constraints begin with the UTILITY maximand:

UTIL: UTILITY = _ (udft)(log Ct) + (UdfT) (log CT) / [1- (1-UdrT)5 ] ,
t=I

where tlm utility discount rate for period t - udrt = (kpvs/kgdp) - depr - growt, and the utility

discouM factor for period t = udft = _'_ (1 - udr,.) 5. The exponents of 5 allow for the fact that
1'---O

the first T-i periods are each 5 years in length. The terminal period extends an infinite length of time

after pcd_ T. This is the reason for the divisor shown in square brackets.

A numerical example shows how the utility discount rate is determined if the following

parameter values are adopted:

kpvs = capital's value share = 24%

kgdp = initial capital-GDP ratio = 2.4 years

depr = depreciation rate = 5%/year
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Jl_'tr_tl, of rct_lrn on eal_ital = ('J4%/2.4 ycars) - 5%/year = 5%/year

grow t = potcntial growth rate = 2%/year

.'. udrt = utility discount rate : 3%/year

The utility discount rate is chosen for descrlptlvc rather than normative purposes. With the

Iogaritlsmi¢ single-period utility function, these values ensure that the optimal steady-state growth rate

will coimcide with that assumed for the potential GDP. Along an optimal path, the rate of decline in

the present value of the marginal utility or consumption will equal the net marginal productivity of

capital (For a calculus-of-variations proof of this proposition, see. Chakravarty (1969, p. 65).)

Moreov_, these discount rates mean that the economy-wide savings rst¢ will acljust downward

(upwanl) automatically if there is a drop (rise) in the potential GDP growth rate.

The USE equations specify that the gross value of production is to be used for current con-

sumptims, investment for building up the stock of capital, and interindustry payments for energy costs:

USEr: Yt = Ct + lVr + ECt t = 0.... ,T

Since the variable Ct enters only into the objective function and into equation USE t, the dual

variable for this constraint may be interpreted as the present value of the marginal utility of

consumption during period t. First-order optimality conditions lead to the Kamsey rule tor the

optimal allocation over time between savings, investment and consumption. That is, th marginal

productivity of capital determines the rate of decline of these dual vaxiables from one period to the

next. Ali other dual variables for period t have a similar interpretation. They are present value prices.

In order to convert them into future values, they must be divided by the dual variables for the USE t

constraints. According to the numerical example cited above, the net marginal productivity of capital

is 5%, aad the dual variables for the USE t constraints would decline by about 5% annually.

Aggregate output during period t is determined by a nested CES (constant elasticity of

substitation) production function. The first term indicates that capital and labor may be substituted

directly for each other, e.g. through automation of labor-intensive tasks. The higher the wage rate, the

more _tractive it becomes to adopt automation. Similarly, the second term indicates that each of the

end uses of energy may be substituted for the others. The higher the price of one of these forms, the

more at,tractive it becomes to adopt another - or to engage in price-induced energy conservation

througls substituting more capital and labor per unit of output. The production function is of the

follol_mg specific form:
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rant: vt = [ "kl(Kt)'°(l,t)p(l'°) + bdm (Dd,,,,t)p]l/p
dm

t=l,..., T

At its top level, this nested function has two terms. The first may be interpreted as a value

added aggregate of capital and labor based upon a unitary elasticity of substitution. The second is a

8epar_e energy aggregate. In effect, we are making the assumption of "want independence". See

Frisck(1959).

The parameter a (also known as l-pva) may be interpreted as the optimal value share of capital

in the value added aggregate. The exponent p is related to ESUB (the elasticity of substitution be-

twee= the energy and the value a_ded aggregates) through the following equation: p = 1 - (1/ESUB).

For tile concepts and terminology of macroeconomic production functions and neoclassical growth

theoff, see Allen (1968).

The labor fc._:e (measured in "efficiency units") is an exogenously specified index number, Lt.

Its values are: LO = I, and Lt+ 1 = (l+grow) 5 Lt .

Given the values for the two exponents _ and p, a base year benchmarking procedure is

' empkffed to determine the coefficients aki and bdm in the production function. Let pre/d m denote the

"refes_ce" price of useful energy form dm in the base year. Neglecting the time subscripts for this

year, a first-order optimality condition implies that :

_Y/0Ddm --(Y/Ddm)l'P bdm - prefdm

Except for bdrn, each element in the preceding equation is known from the base year statistics

or from other input parameters. After solving for bdm, we employ the base year values directly within

the ,--_duction function. The base year labor force index is I. Since this nested CES production

' function is based upon constant returns to scale, we may rely upon exhaustion-of-product to solve the

folloudngequation directly for the parameter ak/:

YP = akl Kap + _ bdm (Ddm,t)pdm
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The MCAP equal iolls de.,_ribe the dyrDamicsof c_pitAI accumlllation. Within e_ch 5-year

period,net new capital formation in determined by gross investment lessdepreciation. Let the Annual

deprer_ion rate be indicated by dept. Then the live-year capital survival fraction_ srr = (1 - depr)$.

Since investment iJ measured u an annual flow, an accumulation factor of 2.5 is applied to the

beginnimgand ending rate of investment so as to determine net new capital formation during the live-

yearI_riodM a whole:

MCAPt+I: Kt+ I= srr Kt + 2.5[tsrv It+ It+l] t =0,...,T-l,

where!9 = (grow + depr)K 0.

At the end of the planning horizon, a terminal constraint is applied to ensure that the rate of

invesm_nt is adequate to provide for replacement and net growth of the capital stock during the

subseq_nt periods.

TC: KT ( grow + depr ) _ IT

In effect, it is assumed that the MACRO variables will grow at a constant geometric rate

duri_ the post-horizon period. This is a primal terminal condition, lt reduces "horizon effects", but

is not _aranteed to eliminate them entirely. For & mo_e complete discussion of terminal conditions,

see $_onos (I985).
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